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BACKGROUND INFO
Goblin Sword is the swashbuckling, retro-inspired 2D platformer released
in 2014 by Gelato Games, an indie team composed of John and Lefteris
Christodoulatos. I first got my hands on it last year, and I absolutely loved
it. The team at Touch Arcade felt the same way, rating it five out of five
stars. It really is a fantastic game and pays homage to the arcade games of
yesteryear in all the right ways. However, I’ve noticed there is a distinct lack
of pictorial guides available for this game online. Youtube user Andy C83
has created some awesome video walkthroughs for the initial
worlds, the Lost City, and quite recently the Shadow Temple. To
supplement the video walkthroughs, I have put together a basic manual of
all the weapons, armours, relics and souvenirs in the game. I hope they are
useful for Goblin Sword enthusiasts, and anyone who can’t unlock certain
items but wants to know what they are. If you haven’t played Goblin
Sword yet but would like to, you can get it from the App Store for just $2.49
USD. I absolutely recommend it! While it’s currently restricted to iOS, it is
definitely the type of game that would make a smooth transfer to PC or
console.
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The Shadow Temple is the 5th main area of Goblin Sword. Like the
previous areas (Great Forest, Ancient Castle, Dark Caves and Lost City)
it also has 16 levels including the bonus level. Here are the locations of the
treasures and crystals for the first 7 levels.

Treasure 1 is near the beginning of the level, to the left of the spike
encrusted blocks behind an invisible wall. In contrast, treasure 2 is near the
end of the level, also behind an invisible wall, but you will need to drop
down the gap near the rotating spiky beam and immediately jump left to
reach it.

Crystal 1 is just beneath the area with the minotaur, green ghost, masked
assassin and winged griffin. Defeat them and fall onto the ledge on the right
with the axe goblin. Proceed left via the platforms and defeat the olive ogre
and copper knight in your path. Now, after knocking out the copper knight,
jump up and left through a fake portion of the wall above him. There will
be a mini ledge there that allows you to reach the crystal. The second
crystal is in the next upcoming section. Walk across the blue icy platform
and ahead of you there should be a couple of temporary stone blocks. In
between them lies the crystal, suspended in mid-air. Jump carefully and grab
it.

The final crystal is toward the end of the level. Manoeuvre your way past
the section with the many spiky rotating beams. You will end up alongside

a purple exploding knight and an axe goblin. To the right of the axe goblin
is a falling spiky ledge. You need to go through the fake wall underneath
that ledge in order to obtain crystal 3.

Treasure 1 is in the fire breathing statue section. Simply jump towards the
right, and above the yellow statue to reveal a treasure behind a hidden wall.
The second treasure is tucked away on a ledge above a thin vertical barrier.

Below it, there is a vertically moving yellow spiky block. The barrier looks
solid, but it’s not. Jump through it and it will transform into a single step
block that you can use as leverage to access the treasure just above.

For the first crystal, you need to go past the section with the three firebreathing yellow statues. Drop down all the ledges to the bottom, where
there should be an olive ogre. Defeat it and keep moving right, down the
step, to an area with a fire warthog and candelabra. On the very right, you
can push through a fake wall to grab crystal 1. Crystal 2 is actually quite
close by. Jump up the ledges and you will come to an area with a spring. If
you jump on it, you will be flanked by an axe goblin to your left, and a
tusked boar to your right. Go onto the platform with the tusked boar, defeat
it, and jump upwards. There will be a purple exploding knight and red snake
as you work your way up these ledges, but don’t jump up onto the snake
ledge just yet. Defeat the knight, and go right through a fake wall for the
crystal.

The final crystal is further ahead. Go past the fire warthog and a green
ghost will try to fly at you, so defeat it. Then drop down the ledge, and

yellow conveyor belt (an axe goblin will be on your left) onto the stone floor.
Go right through a fake wall in the corner to collect the crystal.

The first treasure is right at the beginning of the level, and can be accessed
using the elevator panel. The next treasure is just slightly later on. You

have to use the falling spike traps in order to reach it. Wait for them to fall
and then jump on top of them (the safe side) to navigate your way to the
treasure.

Crystal no 1 is quite deep in the level, and yet it’s virtually unmissable since
it’s in plain sight. Reach the area with the olive ogre and yellow firebreathing statue (this location is just after the fire warthog and four spiky
falling ledges). The crystal will be tucked up in the right hand corner of the
ceiling. The next crystal is just up ahead and can be accessed using a spring.
Jump onto the spring and propel yourself up and leftward, straight through
a fake wall into a small crevice.

Finally, crystal no 3 is also behind a fake wall. It is just before the end of
the level. Reach the platform with a fire warthog, then jump up and left to
break through the wall and complete the crystal collection for level 5-3.

The first treasure is high above one of those pig warriors. There are a few
temporary blocks you can use to jump up and grab it. The remaining
treasure is toward the end of the level, behind a hidden barrier to the left of
the elevator panels.

Crystal the first is behind a fake wall near a red snake. Quickly run over
the temporary stone blocks (and defeat the green ghost on your way), and
drop down to the second row, then go right through the fake wall and collect
the crystal. The next one is in the section with the winged griffin and red
snake. Don’t jump over the stone pillar just yet. Note the single brown ledge
at the bottom-this is a clue! Land on it, and push through the fake wall to
unveil crystal no 2.
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Crystal 3 is below the pig knight. There are a series of temporary stone
blocks that lie above a spike pit, and above one of the blocks you can
carefully swipe the crystal.

Go towards the second yellow conveyor belt, but don’t jump over the spiky
rotating beam. Instead keep going, and you’ll fall down onto a hidden ledge
below. Below that is an invisible pathway full of temporary blocks.
Navigate these carefully to reach the first treasure. The second
treasurerequires a bit of work. When you reach the section with the purple
exploding knight and spiky yellow blocks, jump up toward the temporary
blocks on the right, and onto the stable wall. Then jump left as far as you
can, and you will break through an invisible wall. You may need triple jump
for this. Keep going up the mini ledges and you’ll see one of those
characteristic red moving platforms. Jump on it and it will take you to a
narrow passageway lined with a stream of coins. Follow them, and you will
eventually drop through another (vertical) passage way that leads you
straight to the treasure. This passageway is invisible from the ledge that the
treasure is on, which makes it rather difficult to guess how you can get up
on this ledge. (Note: triple jump/winged boots are not enough to access this
treasure either!)

For the initial crystal, go to the area with the olive ogre and the yellow,
horizontally moving spiky blocks. It will be in plain sight on the ground, so
just time it carefully in order to not get damaged by the blocks. The second
crystal is just up ahead, after a purple exploding knight. Jump up onto the
temporary stone blocks on the right, and then up again onto the edge (which
will have four gold coins and a crystal wedged in the middle).

Finally, crystal 3 is accessible via the second elevating panel. Board it, and
wait until just before it reaches the spiky ceiling and grab the crystal.

For the first treasure, drop on the left side of the wall, past the purple
exploding knight, and you should break through an invisible wall. There you
will find a red moving platform. Jump upon it, and then follow it until it
stops. It will stop just to the right of 2 grey blocks. Jump onto these and then
continue moving upward until you reach the top, where you must jump
through an invisible wall for the first treasure. The second treasure is easier
to find. Keep going towards the end of the level. You will encounter three
falling spiky ledges. Go past these, and past the candles all the way to the
right. You’ll notice the wall is fake, so drop through it and follow the path
until you reach the treasure.

For crystal 1, you need to reach the area with the 2 yellow conveyor belts
and 2 yellow horizontally moving spiky blocks. There should be a tusked
boar below them, but don’t go there yet; stay on the first conveyor belt, and
jump up right. You will break through a fake wall and land on the
crystal. The next crystal can be found after the spiky wall maze just after
the tusked boar. This crystal is very easy to miss, because it’s located in a
place that seems a) unexpected and b) in a place that is too
dangerous/crowded for a crystal to be. Reach the area with the 3 rows of
crumbling stone blocks, which have a few stray spikes here and there. Move
to the left, and when the first row breaks, run left and break through a fake
wall to collect crystal 2. If you found this crystal without using a
walkthrough, well done.

The last crystal for level 5-6 is beneath a wooden ledge, and above it are 3
falling spiky ledges, so be careful as you run past! To reach this crystal, keep
going right, all the way past the candelabra and then fall down the fake wall
on the extreme right of the screen down a hidden gap. Go past the treasure,
and then jump up left through the fake stone wall to reach the crystal.

When you reach the first yellow conveyor belt, jump up twice to move
through a hidden wall. Then carefully jump across the temporary blocks,
which should lead you to the right. Jump up onto a brown ledge with a spring.
There you will find treasure chest 1. For treasure number 2, go back to
the yellow conveyor belt region near the start of the level. Ascend them all.
You will reach an area with 3 falling spiky platforms. Go past these, and use
the one on the right to get up to the higher ledge. Jump up, and go left, where
you should be able to see those thin grey platforms that appear and disappear.
Time it right, and use them to get through an invisible wall. The treasure
should be just below on the left.

Crystal the first is in plain sight, hanging from the ceiling. It is just after a
section with an axe goblin, and it is surrounded by vertically ascending and
descending yellow spiky blocks. Be careful with your timing, and grab this
crystal while it’s hot. The second crystal is on a single step stone block just
below a copper knight. When you pass the section with a whole army of
enemies (tusked boar, axe goblin, floating skulls, green ghost, fire warthog,
masked assassin, purple exploding knight and winged griffin) drop down
the ledges to reach this crystal. You wouldn’t guess that a crystal would be
located here, since it’s just out of your line of sight.

The very last crystal, crystal no 3, is a bit later on. Scale the icy blue
platforms until you reach a platform that is above 3 crumbling stone blocks.
A copper knight should be above you, and pretty soon a green ghost and
winged griffin will begin advancing towards you, so make sure you take
them out first. The crystal is in the corner below, perched just above the
temporary stone blocks. Grab it, exit the level, and prepare yourself to go
head to head with the Barbarian (Boss 9).

The rest of the treasures of the Shadow Temple are accounted for in list
form below:

The charts below list the location of each treasure (weapons, armours, relics or
souvenirs) for all 16 levels of the Great Forest, Ancient Castle, Dark Caves, and
the Lost City. Not all treasures are accounted for, because some of them must
be purchased from the merchant rather than discovered during gameplay. Please
use as visual reference and enjoy!

Welcome to the Goblin Sword complete pictorial walkthrough for each
main area of the game, including Great Forest, Ancient Castle, Dark
Caves, Lost City, and Shadow Temple. This walkthrough will guide you
through the locations of all treasures and crystals in each level. Currently,
only the Great Forest has been completed, and the other stages are still under
construction. Once the other stages are complete, they will also be added
into this pdf file, so users can print this guide when they have no internet
access or prefer a physical copy. Please enjoy.

The Great Forest is the 1st main area of Goblin Sword. It has 16 levels including
the bonus level. Here are the locations of all the treasures and crystals in each
level.

The very first treasure is behind a fake wall. Defeat the yellow snake, and
you will see a farmer who says that the wall ‘looks strange’. Proceed through
it to claim treasure no 1. The second one is located in a high up area near a
barrel, just before the end of the level. Jump onto the tree and then use the
ledge to get up to an area with barrels. The treasure is on a ledge just ahead,
but it is guarded by a rat, so be careful that it doesn’t run into you and steal
your health.
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Crystal 1 is on the ground in plain sight near the pirate man. Simply run
into it to collect it. Thenext crystal is past the snake and next to the spiky
wooden pit. It is just to the right of the tree.

The very last one is on a small ledge near a wooden barrel (on your way to
treasure no 2). It should be on top of two gold coins.

Treasure 1 is located near the blue flying bird at the left side of the level.
When you reach the area with the boomerang goblin, jump up on the ledge
on the left. Then continue on this path, past the well, across the chasm below
until you reach a pond. Treasure 2 is located on a wooden ledge, which is
also conveniently near a crystal. Near the end of the level, there is a cannon
goblin. Jump up on the platform above it, then go right. Defeat the brown
ghost and cannon goblin and the second treasure is as good as yours.

The first crystal can be found behind a fake wall near a spring. There
should be a yellow snake just to the left of the spring. The next one is
located in a higher region across some ledges, then adjacent to the earthy
platform below. When you use the spring and jump upward, jump to your
left. Take care to avoid the swooping boomerang that the goblin will try to
cast in your direction. Keep climbing the building on your left. You will
reach a well-continue past that, and jump left towards the platform with a
yellow snake. Just below here is where the crystal can be found.

The final crystal is on a grassy ledge on the right hand side of the level,
also very close to a treasure chest. Jump on the platforms after the cannon
goblin and move upwards. Go past a few trees and you will reach the crystal.

SPECIAL CAMEO APPEARANCE – MAGE ROBE VARIANT

This magician person at the start of the level seems to be wearing a nice variation of the
Mage Robe.

Go past the pig, then jump up right into the area that looks far too small to
break through. Keep going and you will reach an area with a red dinosaur.
Defeat it, and fall down the steps to the first treasure. The second
treasure is behind a fake wall near a miniature pond and levitating platform.
Jump through the wall and into a hidden recess to access the treasure.

Just to the right of a yellow snake tucked under a grass ledge is the first
crystal. The next crystal is behind a fake wall, via the same path used for
treasure no 1, and it is suspended in mid-air. It is also being guarded by
the red dinosaur, so take care not to get damaged.

The final crystal is towards the end of the level, behind a yellow snake and
submerged beneath the water. Defeat the pig and bat to clear the way and
then grab crystal no 3.

For treasure no 1, use the spring at the start of the level to catapult yourself
upwards and through the wall above on the right. Defeat the two yellow
snakes that block your path and let yourself drop down the ledges right next
to the treasure chest. The next treasure is also in a secret area, at the end of
the level. It is very easy to miss, because it is so well disguised. Just near
the exit, there is a wooden ledge above a spiky pit. The grass platforms on
either side both look solid, but the lower one on the right hand side is

actually fake. Go through it and fall down the ledges to a secret area. Use
the single step platforms (while avoiding the blue bird and falling into the
wooden spikes below) to access the second treasure.

The first crystal is just on top of a ledge surrounded by rolling spikes. It is
after two brown ghosts. Defeat them, and use the barrels to jump up into the
ledge section. The second crystal is located behind a fake wall, close by to
the first crystal. Climb up to the highest ledge, and then jump left onto the
ledge with coins. Double jump up and move left to break through a fake
wall.

Finally, proceed to the end of the level (past the rats and the brown ghosts).
You will reach a wooden spike pit, but the descended ledge on the right is
fake. Fall through it and go down all the ledges. The crystal will be on the
middle ledge above the brown spike pit. Be careful of the blue bird as you
try to grab crystal no 3.

Jump on the ascending/descending ledge and defeat the brown ghost that
tries to attack you. Then jump left onto the ledge. Treasure numero
uno can be found just below the brown ogre. For thenext treasure, reach
the area with the boomerang goblin, but don’t go past the spider. Instead,
fall down the pit (it looks like it will kill you but there are ledges below).
The treasure chest will be on the right, guarded by a yellow snake. Watch
out for the wooden spiky pit on your way.

At the beginning of the level, go past the boomerang goblin and fall down
onto the grass platform with the mushrooms. Then wade through the shallow
water and break through a fake wall forcrystal no 1. The second crystal is
also behind a fake wall, just to the right of a yellow fish in a pond, with a
panel that is ascending and descending above it.

The final crystal can be located near the end of the level. You should reach
an area with a cannon goblin and an elevating/descending panel. Board that
panel and use it as leverage to access a ledge in the upper right hand corner.
Swipe the jewel and exit the stage.

Treasure 1 is on a high ledge at the beginning of the level. Jump up and go
past the boomerang goblin and red dino, then don’t go down, but instead
jump onto the mini ledge. There will be some single step platforms
diagonally upward to your left. Navigate those carefully (and defeat the blue
bird) all the way to the left of the level to reach the treasure. The second
treasure is also on a high ledge, but situated more towards the end of the
level. You will reach a spring, make sure to jump left. Defeat the brown ogre
in your way and keep ascending the steps until you reach the treasure chest.

The first crystal can be sourced from the lower left hand region of the level.
Move past the cannon goblin, and then fall into the pit below (don’t jump
across the gap to where the boomerang goblin is yet). You should land next
to a well (on the other side you will see a submerged barrel and a yellow
snake). Proceed to the left, defeat the pig and collect crystal no 1.
The second crystal is just after the section with the red dino. Don’t use the
spring to access the next part of the level, but instead fall down onto the
alcove on the right. Then, taking care not to land in the wooden spike pit,
jump through the fake wall on the left.

The final crystal is also near a wooden spike pit. It is being guarded by a
yellow snake. Defeat the snake, collect the jewel and exit the level with style.

The first treasure is behind a locked door near the start of the level, on a
wooden ledge. When you reach the locked door, jump and right. You should
break through a fake wall, where there will be a pot. Smash it to obtain a
key. Then use the key to unlock the door, and carefully fall down the ledges
to obtain the treasure. The second one is behind a secret wall. Reach the
section with the red dino and yellow snake, but don’t fall down the gap in
the middle. Defeat the snake and jump through the fake wall behind it.
Defeat the pig and jump up to a platform with a red dino. On the right there
will be a red moving panel, which you can use to access the treasure (located
on the other side on a high ledge).

Crystal 1 is past the old man in the red cloak with the walking stick.
Continue past his house, and you should reach a ledge with a blue bird flying

above it. Just to the right of that above canon goblin is where the crystal is
located. Crystal 2 is behind a secret wall near the start of level, and is being
guarded by a pig. When you drop down the gap (after the cannon goblin,
and the red dino and yellow snake) you should land on a barrel. Don’t go
right to where the pig is. Instead, go left past the axe fox and double jump
to propel yourself through the fake wall.

The last crystal is in plain sight, in the middle of a large shuriken area near
the end of the level. It is in a grassy pit just underneath the second spinning
shuriken.

The first treasure is just near a yellow snake. When you reach the area with
an axe fox, defeat it and you will find a spring. Use it to catapult yourself
leftward. Jump up to the left (take care to not get damaged by the red dino)
and carefully drop through the narrow gap onto the ledge. The next
treasure is behind a locked barrier at the end of the level. You need a special
key to unlock it. The key is located earlier on in the level, behind a bomb
goblin.

Crystal no 1 is alongside the mini rolling shuriken at the start of the level.
There are a couple of rats (One normal rat and a mini rat) and a cannon
goblin in this area, so be careful how you navigate your way to this crystal.
The second crystal is behind a fake wall near the spring. There will be a
bomb goblin on a ledge on the left. Use the spring to jump into the alcove,
then jump up and through the fake wall to collect the crystal.

The final crystal is just past the spider on the ledge, near the end of the level.
Continue past the brown ogre and fall down the ledges. Jump over the barrel

and go left, where you can climb the ledges to reach the crystal located just
under the bridge.

Jump up the wooden ledges at the start of the level for the first treasure.
Use the barrels as leverage and then ascend 4 ledges, until you get to the
characteristic flame torch that signifies a treasure is nearby. Treasure 2 is
on a platform high above. To access it, first reach the area with the spiky
wooden strip and the spaced out wooden ledges. When you’re on the ledge
just before the yellow snake, jump up (this requires triple jump/winged
boots) and then continue moving along the grassy platforms until you arrive
at the treasure’s location. If you don’t have winged boots, don’t worry.
Move past the snake and jump up through a fake ceiling, where there should
be ledges that lead you upward.

For the first crystal, go the left of the spider at the very start of the level. It
is on a small ledge after the lake. The next one is via a secret passageway
above the snake. It should be suspended in the air, just above a single step
platform, right on the path to treasure no 2.

The final crystal is behind a fake wall, and below a large shuriken near the
end of the level. Carefully drop down the ledges, avoiding the pig, and move
towards your left.

Treasure the first is past an axe fox near some falling ledges. You should
reach an area with lots of wooden spikes. A couple of bats will come flying
towards you, so carefully dispose of them and then proceed on your way.
Use the falling ledges to navigate your way over the spikes. The second
treasure chest is in a pit of water (beware of the fish). It is in the pit of the
4th fish from the left, and there is a hidden ledge on the right that allows you
to get back up again.

At the start of the level, jump up the ledges (on the extreme edge of the
level) on the left to acquire the first crystal. The second crystal is below
some falling platforms near the spiky wooden pits. On the second falling
platform, wait a little bit until you reach the crystal, then quickly jump onto
the grass ledge on the right to avoid getting spiked.

The final one is to the right of a cannon goblin, behind some wooden spikes.
To reach it, go overhead (avoid the wooden spikes along the way) and then
drop down the ledges that lead to the left. Carefully cross over the rolling
shuriken in the pit, and proceed to collect the crystal.

The first treasure is behind a secret wall at the start of the level. It is also
located near the second crystal. Getting to it requires a bit of work, since
you quite literally need to go to the end of the level in order to reach a
suitable pathway that leads to it. Once you reach the spring, catapult yourself
leftward onto the grassy building. Keep going all the way to the left, past
the blue bird, red dino, boomerang goblin and spider. You should reach a
falling panel (near crystal 2). Let the panel fall for a bit, but then quickly
jump right onto a ledge and break through a secret wall. Make sure your
timing is right as you go past the vertically moving shuriken, and swipe the
treasure. The second treasure is in the section just above two bomb goblins,
behind a secret wall, and on the right. Climb up to the area above goblins,
and then fall down hugging the right wall closely to access this treasure. It
is very easy to miss this one, given its unexpected hiding place.

Go to the left side of the platform below the large spinning shuriken for
the first crystal. It is in plain sight, and is hard to miss, so just time it well
and avoid getting damaged. For crystal 2, you will need to do a lot of
backtracking. Towards the end of the level, there is an area with a spring
and a moving panel. Propel yourself upward and use the panel to jump left,
onto a grassy area. Defeat the blue bird and red dino and continue on your
way, heading past the boomerang goblin and the spider on the extreme left
of the level. Then use the moving platform above the spiky wooden pit to
reach the crystal.

The final crystal is on a platform above two bomb goblins, near a treasure.
This is in the central region of the level, and unless you have the winged
boots, you normally can’t access it from below. Instead, you must use the
route via the spring, and then fall down onto the platform from above (which
is just after the blue bird section).

The initial treasure is behind a locked door in the lower realms of the level.
It requires a key, which can be accessed from a pot (near crystal no 2). To
reach the key, continue through the level until you reach the part with the
brown ogre. Then jump up left, and make your way past the boomerang
goblin. Leap over the two wooden spike pits, and then fall down onto the
small ledge with the pot. If you break it the key will appear. Now go back
to where the brown ogre was, and this time go right. Follow the path, past
the two pigs on ledges. When you fall down to the ground and reach the
well, go left towards the barrier. The second treasure is behind a fake wall
in a high area. It is accessible via a hidden spring in the ground. You should
reach an area with a mini rolling shuriken on the ground, and an axe fox just
after it. There will also be a pond (with a fish inside it) to your right. But
first notice that there is a suspicious looking dip in the floor, where one part
of the ground seems lower than it should be. Jump into it and you will
uncover a spring, which will grant you access to higher areas. Jump up and
go left past the boomerang goblin. Then proceed through the fake wall to
grab the other treasure.

The first crystal is behind a fake wall, just to the left of the red dino. Jump
up onto the ledge on the left (this is the section just after the axe fox and
bat). The next one is past the boomerang goblin, via the single step
platforms. When you reach the brown ogre, go left and continue past the
boomerang goblin. It is situated in a nook in the wall on the left hand side
of the level.

Finally, crystal no 3 is near the end of the level, and like the first and second
crystals, it is also inside a nook in the wall. Use the hidden spring in the
floor near the mini rolling shuriken. Go right, and defeat the brown ghost
while you’re there. The crystal will be just below up against the wall, so
jump carefully and grab it.

Treasure no 1 is behind a hidden wall on the left of the level. Reach the
area with the brown ogre, and then fall down the ledge onto the mushroom
platform. From there you can jump left through the fake wall, and use the 2
falling panels (be careful to avoid the wooden spikes) to access the treasure.
The second treasure is being guarded by a snake upon a high up ledge.
Proceed to the area with a spring (after the rats) and use it to catapult
yourself upward. There will be two blue birds here. Jump past them to your
left, onto a ledge with a red dino. Continue past it, past the axe fox, and
eventually you will reach the treasure’s location.

Crystal no 1 is against a wall near a tree trunk, right on the path of treasure
1. After you emerge from beneath the blocked pathway of the treasure,
simply jump over the trunk and onto the small grass ledge to collect it.
The second crystal is behind a fake wall near the second treasure. It’s easy
to miss this crystal, since it’s right after a major find (a treasure) and lots of
trekking, so never assume with Goblin Sword!

And the final crystal is against the wall in a nook up high. Use the spring
and instead of going left past the 2 blue birds, jump right, and the crystal is
nestled in a small alcove in the wall.

The first treasure can be found near the beginning of the level. Jump up
onto the ledge with the pig (and crystal no 1). Now, it looks like the wall
behind the pig is solid, but since it is in fact a fake wall, plough right through
it. On your way through the secret passageway, defeat the axe fox, and fall

down the gap onto a grassy platform with treasure numero uno. The next
treasure is a bit trickier to obtain. Proceed to the area with the brown ogre,
2 moving ledges, and a wooden spike pit. Board the second ledge (the one
on the right of the ogre) and you should notice that there is a gap in the spike
pit below. Time it carefully and fall down that gap. Now, on your left will
be the telltale sign that a treasure is close by-the flame torch. Proceed right
and defeat the two yellow snakes to access the treasure.

Crystal 1 is on a wooden ledge, and is being guarded by a pig. It’s just at
the beginning of the level, so after you defeat the boomerang goblin, don’t
fall down to the lower region just yet. For crystal no 2, do go down to the
lower region. Go to the left of the yellow snake on the grass, and move
towards the pig on a ledge. Carefully make the jump across the gap to collect
the crystal (defeat the second yellow snake if desired).

The final crystal is within a pond, near a pig and snake. Even though it’s
submerged in water, is is not so inconspicuous that you’ll miss it. It is

located right near the end of the level, so make sure not to exit without
checking the area just below the red dino or you might miss this crystal.

For the first treasure, go past the rolling shurikens (which seem to
spontaneously generate) and wooden spikes at the start of the stage.
Continue until you reach the section with the red dino. There you should
notice some single step platforms. Defeat the brown ghosts, and proceed
leftward. Ascend the platforms with care, manoeuvring your way around the
blue bird and cannon goblin’s projectiles, until you reach the axe fox. Defeat
it, and continue past the boomerang goblin and pig (who is on a ledge above).
Then jump up to find another cannon goblin, and continue past it to find a
brown ogre. Behind him are some ledges you can use to jump onto the single
step platform on your left. Carefully move past the vertically spinning
shuriken onto the last single step platform. Then jump through the fake wall
to unveil the treasure. The next treasure is being guarded by rats and is
behind a barrel. To access this area, go to the place where you first saw the
brown ogre. Fall down the gap just before you reach him. You should land
in an area with a mini wooden spike pit and a red dino prowling about.

Follow this path to the right, where you should see a yellow snake on your
way, and you will eventually reach a single step platform that is situated just
before a barrel. Jump over the barrel and defeat the rats to claim your prize.

Crystal no 1 is located in a low pit with a rolling shuriken. It’s just at the
beginning of the level, right after the red dino. Time yourself carefully to
avoid getting hit by the shuriken. The next oneis upon a single step platform,
near a vertically rotating shuriken. Reach the area with the brown ogre, and
get up to the single step platforms above. Then carefully jump over the
shuriken to grab the crystal.

And the final crystal is in a nook in the wall, near a spiky wooden pit. Go
past the brown ogre and pig, but drop down the platforms before the axe fox.

Once you reach the bottom, you’ll encounter a yellow snake. Defeat it, and
jump up right into a small alcove to collect the crystal.

Treasure the first is wedged at the end of a wooden spike flanked area.
When you reach the area with the bat, red dino and bomb goblin, defeat
them all and then jump up left towards where the brown ogre is. Above that
are some more ledges, which lead to a kind of cave enclosure complete with
wooden spike floor and ceiling. Use the single step platform in the middle
to jump to the other side and claim the treasure (Note: It is very easy to lose
a life here). The second treasure is behind a secret wall, across a gap and
is guarded by a cannon goblin. To get there, you need to go past the locked
barrier, and then past the section with wooden trunks, wooden spike pits,
and a whole bunch of enemies (brown ghost, blue bird, diagonal cannon
goblin, spider and so on). Then use the red moving panel further on to
transport yourself past wooden spikes, a bat, a spider and blue bird, until
you reach a spring. To the right of that spring, you can break through a fake
wall. Behind it you will find an axe fox. Defeat it, and jump carefully across

the gap to the other side, where you will find the treasure being guarded by
a dangerously positioned cannon goblin. Defeat the goblin and the treasure
is yours.

The first crystal is in the air, below a large spinning shuriken at the start of
the level. It’s a bit challenging to get this one, since the price for not jumping
correctly is death. So make your jumps count. The next one is in the middle
of two large spinning shurikens, above some wooden spikes. This section is
toward the end of the level, right after a boomerang goblin, a couple of rats,
a bat, and a diagonal cannon goblin. Acquiring this crystal is pretty high
pressure, since it’s wedged right in the middle of 2 horizontally spinning
shurikens and right above a spike pit, plus you have to contend with a red
dino. But at the end of the day, it all comes down to timing. Wait till the
shurikens have moved to the right, and seize the opportunity to snatch the
crystal.

The very last crystal is behind a fake wall, just to the left of a single
vertically spinning shuriken. It is extremely close to the end of the level.
Defeat the bomb goblin and brown ogre, but before you ascend the ledges,
jump through the wall on the left. It looks far too small to be considered a
hiding place for a crystal, which is precisely what makes it so difficult to
find and therefore easy to miss. Collect it and exit the last stage of Great
Forest with honour.

WEAPONS
In version 2.0 of Goblin Sword, there are 26 weapons in total. Each
weapon has different properties. Some have better speed (faster striking) or
range (better reach), while some prioritise attack (more damage to enemy
HP). Technically the strongest weapon is the Stardust Blade, which has

maxed out stats for attack, speed and range. Interestingly, the attacking
power and range of the Stardust Blade seem to be increased only when a
magic orb is collected. Prior to that, its striking distance and power are
somewhat lower. It is also of note that the Stardust Blade combined with a
magic orb cannot kill say a Pig Knight in one hit, whereas a weapon like the
Great Axe can.

Both the Chain Whip and the Great Axe can be found in the levels of
the Lost City.

The Flame Wand and Stardust Blade can be found in the levels of the
Shadow Temple.

ARMOURS
There are 12 different types of armour available in Goblin Sword. While
most can be purchased outright using coins, some must be earned through
in game exploration. The purpose of armour is decorative rather than
functional, since it does not give the player any additional powers as far as
I know. At any rate, there is a nice selection to mix and match with the
various weapons, significantly boosting character customisation.

The Paladin Armor comes from the Lost City. Both the Mage Robe and
the Veteran's Armor come from the Shadow Temple.

RELICS
There are 28 different relics in the game with a vast range of magical
abilities. Some relics increase the drop rate for hearts or magic orbs, others
allow you to wade unscathed through lava, and others summon guardians.
There are two new relics added in Goblin Sword 2.0 – the Strength
Ring and the Divine Bracelet. The Strength Ring gives you a 1/5 chance
for a critical strike, while the Divine Bracelet makes weak weapons strong.

The Shadow Cloak allows your character to run more quickly, and is
therefore a good choice for speedrunning the timed levels.

There are 6 guardians in Goblin Sword: Ghost, Dragon, Reaper, Phoenix, Basilisk
and Undead Warrior. Both the Basilisk, with its powerful, charged blasts,
and the Undead Warrior, which mimics all your attacks, are excellent
allies in battle.

The Platinum Shield restores hearts when it is used, but will break
after an enemy strikes it roughly four times and cannot be used
again in the same run. Each time players use the Demon's Wallet, they
50 coins in order to summon a powerful sidekick. Both the

Wallet are

located within the

Shadow Temple.

Platinum Shield and Demon's

SOUVENIRS

Goblin Sword has 20 different souvenirs which are scattered throughout
its many levels. Find these to decorate your home. Like the armours,
souvenirs have more of an aesthetic purpose but are nevertheless still fun to
collect, and offer additional layers of challenge to the game. So if you’ve
ever secretly wanted to be an interior decorator, why not start here? I hear
pixel art is all the rage these days.

The very first souvenir, the Oil Lamp, is located within the Great
Forest behind a secret wall.

The Gilded Mirror, located within the depths of the Lost City, is one
of the most difficult souvenirs to obtain.

MONSTER CATALOGUE

These are the guys we love to hate. Goblin Sword is filled with a diverse
array of enemies big and small throughout the levels of Great Forest,
Ancient Castle, Dark Caves, Lost City and Shadow Temple. Some rely on
brute force, while others use their guile and witchcraft. These foes split their
time between the land, sea and sky in order to put an end to the hero’s epic
quest, but of course, it is the player who has the final say about that. This is
an unofficial listing of all (or at least most of) the enemies encountered
within the game. It’s certainly very interesting to see the evolution of certain
enemies as the game progresses, and what better way to document it than a
chart. All 10 bosses are also included after the general enemies.

GENERAL ENEMIES

BOSSES

*Note: This walkthrough was done voluntarily and is completely fan-made. Any opinions expressed
here do not reflect the views of Goblin Sword’s creators in any way.

Thank you for reading.

